Key Vocabulary

The poems, poet and key vocabulary for
each poem
London by William Blake

Key Vocabulary – you must know and understand

Year 8

Manacles, Chartered, Imagery

Alliteration – repetition of consonant sound to encourage a reader to
focus on a particular phrase “
Simile – comparing two things because of an imagined likeness using
“as” or “like”

Speaker—the person we imagine to be speaking
within the poem. The poet isn’t necessarily the
speaker—poets often adopt a persona to present
an idea within a poem. Even if the poet is writing
from their own point of view, they are presenting
the voice and ideas they wish you to hear,
therefore may not be completely reliable as a
narrator.

Metaphor – comparing two things saying something is something else:
"mind forged manacles
Repetition – repeating a word or phrase to add emphasis to an idea:
“marks of weakness, marks of woe
Emotive language—words used to evoke a feeling in the reader:
“blood stained in foreign soil” Onomatopoeia – words that sound like
their meaning

Vultures by Chinua Achebe
Figurative , Emotionally charged , Compelling ,
Stereotypical
Kindred, encapsulate, Belsen, charnel house, perpetuity

Personification – giving human qualities to a lifeless object: “iced east Blessing by Imitaz Dharker
winds that knives us”

Blessing, Municipal

Semantic field: words connected by a common theme, eg: hailstone,
rain, thunder have a semantic field of weather

Structure—how it’s set out or the order
Stanza - a group of lines forming a paragraph in a poem

Emotive language—words used to evoke a feeling in the reader:
“blood stained in foreign soil” Onomatopoeia – words that sound like
their meaning



About life in London in the past and how
the culture in London then was very
different to now



About life in Dharavi, India, a very different
country to our own



About life in different cultures where
prayers and superstition replace medicine
and doctors



About the Holocaust and the culture of
cruelty to the Jewish community



About slavery and the strength of the
human spirit to overcome adversity

Night of the Scorpion by Nissim Ezekiel
Purify, Sceptical, Rational, Rationalist
Paraffin, Perspective, Poison, Incantation

Imagery – language that paints a picture in the readers mind: “faint
half flush that dies along her throat”

What you will be learning

Limbo by Edward Kamau Brathwaite
Limbo, Slavery, Identity, Menial, Prestige,
Semantic

Look up and find your own poetry that is
about or from another culture!
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What texts will we study?
Text

Background and context

The Bible

One of the earliest books on record, filled
with stories which have shaped our lives, laws
and views.

Dante’s Inferno

1472. The first part of Dante’s epic poem The
Divine Comedy which depicts the 9 circles of
hell.

Frankenstein

1818. A dark, didactic tale warning of the
perils of scientific experimentation. A
Romantic era gothic horror but who is the
monster?

The Strange Case
of Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde

1886. A fin de siècle gothic horror which
looks more at the monster within exploring
the duality of human nature in the wake of
Darwin’s Theory of Evolution. Can you see
the Jekyll and Hyde in yourself?

Fahrenheit 451

1953. The early sci-fi story of an alternative
universe where firemen start fires and books,
reading and learning in banned!

The Hunger
Games

2008. The first in a trilogy of books set in a
dystopian universe where humans must fight
to the death purely for the entertainment of
the elite who exercise complete political
control.

Author

Key Vocabulary
Consequence, Morality, Doleful, Torment,
Repugnant, Pathetic fallacy, Juxtapose,
Personification, Duality, Antagonist, Barbarous,
Grotesque, Epigraph, Atmosphere, Anarchy,
Oppression

English literature is one of the richest
literatures in the world. It has vitality, rich
variety and continuity. As literature is the
reflection of society, the various changes
which have come about in the English
society from the earliest to the modern
times have left their stamp on English
literature. When we study the history of
English literature, we find that it has
passed through certain definite phases,
each having marked characteristics. These
phases may be termed as ‘Ages’ or
‘Periods’.
With each Age comes new discoveries,
trials and tribulations each of which are
interpreted by our artists, writers and
musicians.

How have WE changed Literature?
How has Literature changed US?
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Animal Welfare (Non-Fiction)

Picture Perfect…

Always remember…
Formal Letter

Key vocabulary…

Formal Letter

Formal

Gestures

Informal

Statistics

Persuasive

Lists

Alliteration

Triples

Rhetoric
tive

Declara-

Article

Main content

Official sign off

Where can I apply this
style?






Letters of complaint/praise/
application
Public speaking to gain support or change opinion
Writing for a newspaper,
magazine or online blog



Formal address and sign
off



No contractions or slang



Their address top right



Your address below left

Speech


Use of rhetoric



Persuasive devices



Emotive tone

Eye-catching
headline



Consideration of body
language, tone and pauses

Usually

Article

Yours sincerely,

Deeper Learning…

Formal professional
language

Recipient information

Purpose for writing

Body Language


Sender information

Article

emotive or
alliterative
Main content below in declarative
style



Heading



Declarative sentence—you are the
expert

The Big Question: Can you use persuasive devices and the art of rhetoric effectively?
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